SWIMMERS JOURNEY TO MEET WEST POINT

ARMY TEAM WILL BE HARD TO BEAT—VICTORY PROBABLY RESTS WITH RELAY

ACADEMY SPRINGERS FAST

Outside of the Yale meet the only con-

AMHERST HERE FOR BASKETBALL TODAY

Players Optimistic After Results of N. H. State Game

STAN COOK RETURNS TO SQUAD

The institution quintet which will face

STEEL FACE REAL SCRAP AT WEST POINT TOMORROW

Outlook of Technology

Rowers Excellent with New Training Facilities

With the B. A. boathouse now belonging to Technology and with a new crew to be installed, the club is confident of the water this spring with an impetus that they never had before.

Training will begin in the gym towards the last of February and work will start on the river as soon as the ice is gone.

The varsity crew will be harder to beat this year than it ever was in its history.

The coaching situation is quite unusual, Pat McNamee being the most likely choice. Quite a number of men were lost from last year's team, including Capt. Richard Blandy and Ted Sprague, but the varsity will all be back on the job with the exception of the two upperclassmen, Proctor, Dannemull, Sherwood and Greenwood are promising candidates from last year's freshman team, while several crew men who transferred from other colleges last year will be available this spring. The boys from Yale and Campbell from Princeton will both play a prominent role.

SMITH BARELY TRIMS PAUL IN FAST BOUT

Boastler's Decision Closest Yet Given—Horgan Downs Konicky

CAPTAIN NOLL HAS EASY WIN

The best spark plug pulled off in Walker Palmer at 8:15 tonight will be the decision characteristic of the elimination heat between Bill Smith and Paul Konicky, in which the latter was favored by 2 pounds. Both men are displacing the 115-pound class.

Smith is expected to have a hard time getting anything from his opponent, who is quite an adept at scientific boxing. There are no two men whose nickname of Knockout Bob has been more aptly applied than Paul Konicky, who is expected to last the distance.

The match between the varsity

FRESHMAN SKATERS TRIMMED

loses two mainstays on the relay. Goodman is a man of exceptional performance. Captain Melvin Mollinar of the Beaver colors. Fritz Paul covered the first 50 yards of the race in 10.6.

In the forward line Blandy, Dalton, and Mollinar is expressing a good deal of confidence. It is expected to have a hard time getting anything from his opponent, who is quite an adept at scientific boxing. There are no two men whose nickname of Knockout Bob has been more aptly applied than Paul Konicky, who is expected to last the distance.
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